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our mission

To improve the lives of those
affected by SCN2A disorders
through research, public
awareness, family support,
and patient advocacy. 

who is the familiescn2a
foundation?

The FamilieSCN2A Foundation
is a registered 501c3 non-profit
organization created by
parents of children diagnosed
with Epilepsy and Autism as a
result of a change in the SCN2A
gene. 

our vision

To find effective treatments
and a cure for SCN2A disorders. 

Celebrate International
SCN2A Awareness Day on

February 24th!

February 24th  (2/24) was
chosen as International SCN2A
Awareness Day because SCN2A
is located on the long (q) arm
of chromosome 2 at position

24.3.



what is scn2a?
SCN2A is a sodium channel gene located
on chromosome 2.  It encodes the alpha
subunit of the voltage-gated sodium
channels (Nav1.2), found primarily in the
brain. 

These channels play an essential role in a
cell's ability to generate and transmit
electrical signals.  A change in the gene
can alter the function of the channel and
affect the way neuronal impulses are
conducted. 

Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autonomic Dysregulation
Cortical Visual Impairment
Epilepsy
GI Dysfunction
Intellectual Disability
Motor Delay
Movement Disorders
Neuropathic Pain
Sleep Disorders
Speech and Language Deficits
Urologic Disorders

associated medical conditions

how does scn2a present?

The current published literature suggests
two main presentations: Gain of Function
of the sodium channel or Loss of Function
of the sodium channel.  

A Gain of Function variant makes the
channel more excitable, typically leading
to infantile-onset seizures.

A Loss of Function variant reduces the
excitability or destroys channel  function
altogether, typically leading to autism
spectrum disorder and/or intellectual
disability.

Benign Familial Infantile Seizures
Early Infantile Epileptic Encephalopathy
Later Onset Epilepsy with ASD
Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome
Migrating Partial Epilepsy of Infancy

associated epilepsy syndromes

newly diagnosed?
Knowledge is power. Our website is full of
resources for families and professionals
wanting to learn more about SCN2A. 

Discover the latest research on SCN2A
and join our Global Family Network, a
community where affected families can
turn for support and guidance from
others in similar circumstances. You are
not alone. 

www.scn2a.org

Complex Care
Developmental Pediatrician
Endocrinologist
Gastroenterologist
Geneticist
Neurologist
Neuropsychologist
Ophthalmologist
Orthopedist
Palliative Care
Physiatrist
Pulmonologist
Urologist
Occupational, Physical, Speech and
Vision Therapists

common specialists seen by
patients with scn2a

patients with scn2a benefit from a multi-
disciplinary team approach with numerous

specialists involved to deliver
comprehensive care. 


